
Lesson 10: 
Scripted Mock Trial -

Boston Massacre
Unit 6

Grade 4



In this lesson you will 
engage in a scripted mock 
trial to learn how trials 

work and draw conclusions 
about the guilt or 

innocence of Captain 
Thomas Preston, an 
officer in the British 

army.
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Essential Question:
Was Captain Thomas Preston guilty 
of giving an illegal order to fire? 

What evidence supports my 
conclusion?



Stipulated Facts
Facts everyone agrees to
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TaO0nCFkPsFNAnrhNKVcAZYoIpeuNFzIaVIfF92NCow/edit
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King Street Thirty Years after the “Boston 
Massacre”

The oil painting below by James Brown Marston 
was originally entitled “Old State House” but was 
later changed to “State Street 1801”. The main 
street shown in the painting was called “King 
Street” in 1770 but later changed to State Street 
after the colonies severed their relationship with 
Great Britain. The painting shows the artist’s 
conception of the Customs House as it looked 30 
years after the “Boston Massacre”. The Customs 
House is the red building on the lower left side 
of the painting.
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Steps in a Mock Trial
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1. Bailiff Opens the Trial – “All rise, the Superior Court of Massachusetts Bay is now in session. The 
sometimes Honorable Judge is now in session. God save the King!

2. Judge Presents an Overview of the Case
3. Opening Statement- Prosecution. Briefly summarize the facts that are favorable to your side, explain the 

important evidence that your side will present, and ask the jury to return the verdict that you are seeking.
4. Opening Statement- Defense. Briefly summarize the facts that are favorable to your side, explain the 

important evidence that your side will present, and ask the jury to return the verdict that you are seeking.
5. Prosecution Calls Its Witnesses/Defenses Cross-examines each one.
6. Prosecution Rests: after it has called all of its witnesses.
7. Defense calls its witnesses/prosecution cross-examines each one.
8. Defense Rests: after it has called all of its witnesses.
9. Closing Statements- Prosecution then Defense. Prosecution may rebut. Review the evidence that was 

favorable to your side, remind the jury of the law or the reason it should not be enforced (“send a 
message”), and ask them to return a favorable verdict.

10. Jury deliberates and the verdict is announced (Sentencing if necessary).
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You will be in groups that 
allow you to rehearse for the 
mock trial. 

Groups will consist of…
a. a witness
b. attorney who will 

do direct 
examination of 
that witness

c. attorney who will 
cross-examine 
that witness



Take Notes During the Mock Trial
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You Decide!
Was Captain 
Preston guilty or 
not guilty?
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Resource 10: Outcomes of the Trials - Facts are Stubborn Things

Did Captain Preston Have a Hard Time Finding a Lawyer?

Yes he did. As you might imagine, many colonists in Boston were very upset with the British soldiers after five of 
their neighbors were shot and killed on March 5, 1770. They were particularly upset with Captain Preston because 
he was in charge of the soldiers, and many believed that he ordered them to fire into the crowd. 

Any colonist who tried to defend Captain Preston would certainly become extremely unpopular in Boston. 

John Adams was a young lawyer living in Boston at the time. He kept a diary and published it later in his life. He 
wrote the following in his diary:

“The next morning [March 6, 1770] I think I was sitting in my Office near the steps of the 
Town house stairs. Mr. [James] Forrest came in…I had met him before. With tears streaming 
from his eyes he said ‘I come with a very important message from an unfortunate man -
Captain Preston in prison. He wishes to have a lawyer but cannot get one.” 
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Facing great risk to himself, his family, and his career, John Adams agreed to be Captain Preston’s lawyer stating that
“Council [a lawyer] ought to be the very last thing that an accused Person should want in a free Country.” 

The trial of Captain Preston began on October 24, 1770. Seven months had passed since the tragedy on King Street, but 
emotions were still running high. The courtroom was packed with many hoping that Captain Preston would be found 
guilty.

John Adams and three other lawyers from Boston defended Captain Preston bravely and skillfully. Other brave colonists 
who were called as witnesses testified in favor of Captain Preston despite the fact that this was a very unpopular thing to 
do.

On October 30th, the jury reached its verdict - NOT GUILTY! The reaction in the courtroom was loud with a mix of 
disappointment and anger among some colonists, but relief and joy from those who supported Captain Preston.

It was and still is a surprise to many that a trial could be held in Boston where so many people hated the British soldiers, 
yet the people of that city gave Preston a fair trial and found him not guilty. After the trial, John Adams explained, “facts
are stubborn things.” 

Turn to a partner and discuss the following: What did John Adams mean when he said, “facts are 
stubborn things”? 
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What about the Other Eight Soldiers?

The trial of the other eight soldiers who were charged with murder began on November 27, 1770. The verdicts 
were announced nine months to the day of the tragedy on King Street - December 5, 1770. Six of the soldiers 
were found NOT GUILTY. Two soldiers - Matthew Kilroy and Hugh Montgomery - were found guilty of 
manslaughter. 
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So, How Were The Soldiers Punished?

A good question with a VERY interesting answer. 

Under British law in 1770, the punishment for manslaughter was death.

But there was an unusual legal practice in the British Empire at this time. It was called “benefit of the 
clergy.” A person who was found guilty of a crime could plead “benefit of the clergy” after a guilty 
verdict was announced.

Benefit of the clergy involved three things. First, the person found guilty had to read a passage from 
the Bible without making any mistakes. After the verdict was announced, the guilty person would 
“call for the Bible” and be asked to read Psalm 51 which begins “Have mercy upon me, O God…” 

If the person did this, he or she would then be branded on the thumb. This was very painful and 
usually involved using a knife to cut an “M” if the crime was manslaughter or the sign of a cross into 
the skin so deep that it would leave a permanent scar. Why? Because the law said that a person 
could only plead “benefit of the clergy” once in a lifetime. The scar could be used to identify people 
who did this once already so that they could not get away with any more crimes. 

Lastly, the person who received the benefit of the clergy had to leave the place where the crime was 
committed and never return. Matthew Kilroy and Hugh Montgomery both pleaded benefit of the 
clergy and were released, never to return to Boston. 

P.S. John Adams went on to serve as an officeholder in many government positions. In 1796, the 
American people elected him to be the second President of our country. Late in life Adams wrote 
that his decision to be Captain Preston’s lawyer was “the greatest service I ever rendered my 
country.”



Why might there be different 
and conflicting accounts of 
what happened on March 5, 
1770?

Explaining Competing Accounts

Does it mean that some or 
everyone was lying? What are 
some alternative 
explanations?
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Remember, the testimony that you heard from witnesses at the mock trial are based 
on real statements given by people who were at the scene of the shootings on March 

5, 1770. In all, over 90 people gave depositions and, much of it was conflicting.



Show Me What You Know!
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